
community, connection, adventure



WHY?

Off  you go on another adventure. This project – to 

design and build a wildly fun environment where 

connection takes place, adventure is found, and 

a community is formed – will be diff erent. Why? 

Because you found a guide (that’s us): a park + 

playground outfi tter with all of the experience and 

solutions you need to win the day. Together, we will 

create a fun, safe, and challenging play space that 

will ignite the imagination and optimize physical and 

emotional health. 

ONE STOP FOR

ALL THE BEST BRANDS.

We explore solutions that are balanced: budget and 

“wow” factor, creativity and function, challenge 

and safety. With over 40 years of experience and all 

the top brands, we have you covered no matter the 

project. From concept, design, planning, and 

ordering, to delivery, storage, install, service, and 

support, our team of experts will be by your side to make 

sure your project is a massive success. 

Picking the right manufacturers to fi t your project 

can make all the diff erence. That is why we off er the 

widest selection of park + playground solutions in the 

industry, giving you the power to choose what’s right 

for your project without the hassle of coordinating with 

multiple vendors.
some brands not available in every region
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DESIGNING FOR IMPACT.

How do you make sure everyone is included? 

How do we incorporate diff erent levels of challenge? 

How do we promote connection? Creating a truly 

impactful park + playground starts with an 

understanding of your community needs. Then, we pull 

back the layers of objectives, fi re up our creative engine 

and discover how to make what you’ve been imagining 

a reality. This project will be infl uencing lives for 20+ 

years so we want to get the design right. 

MAKE A PROMISE,

KEEP A PROMISE.

A long time ago (40+ years), our founder Dave Bang 

started designing and selling park + playground 

solutions across Arizona and California. He would 

say, “make a promise, keep a promise.” Simple 

really. This motto is our north-star – our beating drum 

– as we strive to be the best humans possible.  As we 

travel this journey together, that is what we will do. 

However despite best laid plans, we may bump into 

situations where things go wrong. If they do, we will 

always do our best to make it right. We want to earn your

trust by keeping our promises. 

WHO ARE THE PEOPLE IN 

YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD?

If what they say is true – that life is about the 

journey not the destination – then the people you travel 

it with make all the diff erence. OK, we will brag about 

ourselves a bit: we are awesome. “We” meaning our 

people are awesome. You will not fi nd a better 

collection of people to guide you through your next 

park + playground project. This is your project; we 

are here to help with expertise, hard work, creativity, 

friendship, and a smile. Sounds cheesy, but we really 

love what we do and have a lot of fun along the way. 
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PURCHASING MADE EASY.

Now that you have picked the best equipment, 

designed an amazing park + playground, and earned 

the trust of your team, it’s time to face the big 

question: “Can I aff ord it?”. To avoid purchasing 

anxiety, we have cut a path to all the top purchasing 

contracts, worked every discount, and leveraged all of 

our purchasing power to get you the best pricing. We 

are your advocates with our manufacturers to make 

sure your budget goes as far as possible. We don’t 

want purchasing to interfere with delivering the best 

possible outcome to your community or school. 

WHAT DO
YOU NEED?
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PLAYGROUNDS...

... we’ve got your playgrounds!  At the heart of all we 

do, play motivates us more than anything else. Here is a 

quick glimpse of what is new and exciting this year.

Mighty Descent with Prism Pass allows multiple children to slide together 
down an 8-foot, extra-wide slide or explore the colorful maze beneath. 

Converge merges multiple climbing experiences into one super fun traverse. 

Slide-a-side provides an inclusive landing place to sit while waiting for a 
mobility device or a caregiver to return for assistance and continued play.  

PlayCube Extensions are exciting elements that add challenge an varied 
climbing paths to our super popular Playcubes.

Sky Towers provide an exhilarating play experience that engages the senses 
while giving children the excitement of height with the comfort of enclosure.

Disco Spinner brings light play to the ground for a fun party for everyone.

Our Town brings a city full of pretend play to early childhood fun.

Mighty Descent with Prism Pass

Converge Slide-a-side

PlayCube Extensions

Sky Towers

Disco Spinner Our Town



Imagine having a house that is exactly your size! An Alpine Play Hut or a 
Mountain Cabin Play Hut is the perfect place for small bodies with big 
imaginations.  Play huts are an amazing playground feature for young children. 

Log Piles give children open ended play opportunities. A perfectly natural 
place for climbing, crawling, sitting and balancing. 

Towers are an epic centerpiece for any playground. Playgrounds with height 
and physical presence, have a magnetic attraction for children.  

Earthscape Collections off ers endless versatility in sustainable wood 
playground designs. 
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KEYS TO INCLUSION

By using these keys in your playground design, you’re 

creating a community asset that invites all people to play, 

learn and have fun.

THE ‘COOLEST THING’

Identify the piece of equipment that children will

be the most excited about, and ensure it’s usable for all. 

SOCIAL PLAY

Provide play events that stimulate the 

imagination. Carefully select and place equipment to provide 

opportunities for solitary, parallel, associative, and 

cooperative play.

SENSORY PLAY

Incorporate activities that engage the auditory, 

tactile, proprioceptive, visual, and vestibular sensory 

systems. 

LEVELS OF CHALLENGE

Choose physical play activities that provide 

graduated levels of challenge, ensuring all ages and abilities 

are actively engaged on the playground. 

ZONES

Invite engagement between children of diverse 

abilities by locating similar types of equipment in the same 

area. Set the zones so they’re easily found via an orientation 

path, which guides people to diff erent areas of play. 

ROUTES AND MANEUVERABILITY

Routes through the play area should be wide 

enough for people in wheelchairs to pass one another, and 

to enter, turn, and exit without diffi  culty.

UNITARY SURFACING

Protective surfacing forms a unitary shock 

absorbing surface, which makes it easier for wheelchairs 

and strollers to enter and navigate the play space. 

DNA Combi.01 off ers a gigantic 2,300 square feet of climbing volume. Two 
spiral towers containing three-dimensional climbing nets stretched inside 
external steel skeletons. The Neptun XXL off ers a massive play volume for 
up to 200 kids. 

Spaceball M is a part of the Univers Classics series. 16 nets in diff erent 
geometrical shapes, sizes and supporting constructions. Maximized climbing 
in a small area.  

Terrano.2258 off ers a maze of conveyor belt fl ubber membranes attached via 
steel reinforced ropes off ering not only unmatched resistance to vandalism, 
but also adaptability like no other. Alternative paths requiring diff erent skills 
leave lots of room for self-improvement.

Quadrifol.03 encourages bursts of energetic climbing, spinning, sliding and 
dangling interspersed with areas perfect for hitting the pause button - the 
fl ubber pods give children an opportunity to rest and recharge.  

The Cube M is the perfect blend of art, geometry and fun. A part of the Joe 
Brown Collection, it is an ideal center piece for a mall, school or park. 

Greenville + Spooky Rookies are both exciting examples of spatial nets 
wrapped beautifully into magical climbing houses.

Cosmo.20 is packed with all the bells and whistles. Formed from 12 rubber 
mats in the center of the Cosmo base it creates an invitation to “have plenty 
of fun!” The Cosmo series has a large selection of add-ons that gives you total 
control to customize for what works for your space and budget.

Quadrifol.03

Terrano.2258Spaceball M

Cosmo.20

The Cube M Greenville + Spooky Rookies

Berliner is not available in every region

Alpine Play Hut

Mountain Cabin Play Hut Log Piles

Custom Log Tower Custom Log Tower

DNA Combi.01 + Neptun XXL
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UNLIMITED OPTIONS, CONFIGURATIONS    STYLES. 

THE POWER OF MOVEMENT.

Adults need play too, so let’s include fi tness in your next 

project. From urban fi tness art, climbing walls, obstacle 

courses, calisthenics, and group training stations to 

traditional fi tness, we have what you need. 

Sky Towers Emerson HeightsPlaymakers Craig’s QuestShout.02

Playmakers Claire’s Climb 1 Level Timber Tower Challengers Amelia’s ExpeditionDNA Tower.03

IKO M Junior Tower Combi.102Playmakers Cooper’s Corner

PlayCubes 3.0N Log Pile 8.1 Challengers Auggie’s Alley Mountain Cabin Play HutChallengers The Squire’s Fortress

Branch Out Ally’s ArborTerrano.1250Combi.024

Bamboo Jungle

Circuit Training

Circuit Training Crossing of Giants

ExoPod Chest Press

Double Skier Full Fitness Center

Alpine Boulder

HERE ARE A FEW...
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RELAX     GRAB A SEAT...

The secret to community + connection is found on 

a comfortable bench or table where the action slows 

down & opens the door to great conversation. Picking 

the right site furnishings will bring joy and rest to 

the environment.

...AND EVERYTHING ELSE.

We want to make sure there is something for everyone. 

Athletes, spectators, party planners, the energetic 

dog: we have all the equipment they will be running to 

and more.  



YOU are the hero of this adventure. Let us guide you 

through the process to make it as successful as possible. 

Let’s begin the journey today. Call or visit us on-line to 

set up an appointment with your own personal park + 

playground outfitter.

COOL IN THE SHADE.

Sun and heat can sometimes feel like the enemy of 

play and relaxation. If you need big or small, decorative 

or themed, fabric or metal, we can discover the right 

shade solution for your project together: shade that will 

provide heat + sun protection while turning up the visual 

temperature in your school or community. 

IS IT HOT LAVA?...

...the ocean fl oor, or the beautiful clear sky? Playground 

surfacing can be many things to the imagination of a 

child, but to us, we want it to be accessible and safe. 

Whether it is our premium poured-in-place rubber 

surfacing or our 100% fresh-grade engineered wood 

fi ber, the playground surfacing will be ready to make + 

take an impact.

WHEN WE BUILD IT,

THEY WILL COME.

One of the fi nal steps in our journey will be to make sure 

everything you chose is installed properly. Yes, we do that 

too. From new product install, warranty replacements, 

upgrades and up keep, our team will be by your side 

to minimize stress and cross the fi nish line together. 

1.800.669.2585
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SOURCEWELL


